
2 Days tour of Henan province 

Participants the VIP、speaker and buyer  

 
Time 

 
April 4

th
 -5

th
, 2017  

  

4-Apr 

 

 

  

07:00-7:05 Morning Call 

7:30-8:00 Breakfast time 

8:15-8:30 Shuttle bus pick up from MuDuLiHao Hotel 

8:30-10:00 Visit at Longmen Grottoes 

  

Longmen Grottoes is one of  the  three   treasurehouse  of  ancient sculpture art in 

China,  with the high reputation of the World cultural heritage,  National  key 

cultural relics protection units, National  5A-level scenic spots ,The country’s first 

“Internet Plus Tourism” smart scenic area. 

Longmen Grottoes  is  a  large open-air museum of  stone sculpture, representing 

the top-level  of Chinese stone  sculpture  art.  

The construction began in 493(A.D) during the reign of Emperor Xiaowen with a 

history more than 1,500 years , and over 2,300 niches,2,800 steles, 70 pagodas, and 

100,000 statues, effecting   politics，economy，and  social culture  of  that  time. 

10:00-13:00 by bus pick up from Longmen Grottoes going to Kaifeng city 

13:00-14:30 Lunch time 

14:30-18:00 Visit Qingming riverside landscape garden 

  

Qingming riverside landscape garden is a large-size theme park of the culture and 

history of Song Dynasty.It is located at the west bank of the picturesque Longting 

Lake in Kaifeng City,and covers an area of 600 mu.This scenic spot is reproduced 

in Qingming Festival by the Riverside,an excellent work of Zhang Zeduan,the 

famous painter in Northern Song Dynasty.Qingming Festival by the Riverside is 

aprecious scroll reflecting the social custom of Kaifeng,the ancient capital of 

Northern Song Dynasty of China,including social life,markets and urban 

constriction pattern.Though it only reflects part of Kaifeng City,we can get a rough 

idea and imagine the general outline of other streets.The more interesting thing is 

tha Zhang Zeduan made the ancient city in a scroll a thousand years ago,while a 

thousand year later Kaifeng's people make the picture scroll into reality. 



 

Please send your booking direct to Ms Lin Lin at patatourbooking@163.com;  

tel: +86 18697798859   

请将旅游预定表直接发到联系人林琳女士邮箱: patatourbooking @163.com;  

电话: 18697798859  

 

18:00-19:30 Dinner time 

20:00-21:30 Watching The song dynasty culture water performance 

21:30-22:30 Check in JianYeBoErMan hotel 

5-Apr               

07:00-7:05 Morning Call 

7:30-8:00 Breakfast time 

8:15-8:30 Shuttle bus pick up from JianYeBoErMan Hotel 

8:30-10:00 Visit Long Ting park 

  

Here is the original generation of the Northern Song Dynasty and the National 

Palace Museum, is the site of that week's Mansion. 1942 Emperor Kangxi in the 

Qing build a one million Shouting, Tingrui for "Long live the emperor", known as 

"Long Ting", during major festivals, both civilian and military officials to come 

here to worship.  

10:00-12:00 by bus pick up from Dragon Pavilion going to The Shaolin Monastery 

1200:-14:00 Lunch time 

14:00-17:30 visit The Shaolin Temple 

  

The Shaolin temple has many legends and mysteries surround it.The origin of 

martial arts,the origin of kung fu surround the vague mysteries of the Shaolin 

Temple and the shaolin monks.Shaolin Temple is probably the most famous temple 

in China,not only because of its long history and its role in Chinese Buddhism,but 

also because of its martial arts or Wushu Chan.Shaolin Temple is situated in the 

beautiful Songshan Mountains,which is only eight miles of Dengfeng and about 50 

miles southwest of Zhengzhou,the capital of Henan Province. 

Shaolin Temple was established in 495 during the Northern Wei Dynasty (386-

534).Shaolin does have a long tradition of Chinese martial arts,as the saying goes 

'All martial arts (gongfu) are from Shaolin. 

17:30-19:15 Dinner time 

19:15-19:45 Take  bus to Zen Shaolin music ceremony         

19:45-21:30 Watching Zen Shaolin music ceremony         

21:30-23:30 Back to luoyang             
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